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Homeowners Underestimate Project Costs - CONTACT US!
Almost a third of homeowners research project costs to understand if they received a reasonable •	
bid. A quarter of homeowners research project costs to help with budgeting, and nearly 20 percent 
use the research to help them decide if they should complete the project DIY. 

When homeowners were surveyed about the project costs for 20 common home projects, the •	
majority who incorrectly estimated a project price, guessed less than the actual project cost.

All data provided is sourced from HomeAdvisor.com’s •	 2015 True Cost Guide Report released in April.
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National Averages

KITCHEN REMODELING
The cost of remodeling a kitchen will vary depending on the size of the room, the quality of the 
appliances and materials used, and whether homeowners change the layout of the room.

The average national cost of remodeling a kitchen is $19,935, with most homeowners paying 
between $10,957 and $30,000.

Homeowners reported paying the most for a kitchen remodel in San Francisco, Los •	
Angeles, Hartford, and San Diego.

Homeowners reported paying the least for a kitchen remodel in Indianapolis, •	
Cincinnati, Memphis, and Milwaukee.

BATHROOM REMODELING
The cost of remodeling a bathroom depends on the size of the room, the materials used, and the 
amenities	upgraded	(i.e.	bathtub,	cabinets,	countertops,	flooring,	sink,	and	shower).

The average national cost of remodeling a bathroom is $8,940, with most homeowners spending 
between $5,000 and $13,000.

Homeowners reported paying the most for a bathroom remodel in San Francisco, •	
Los Angeles, Memphis, and San Diego.

Homeowners reported paying the least for a bathroom remodel in Greensboro, •	
Cincinnati, and Harrisburg.

POPULAR COST GUIDE PROJECTS
Install a Septic Tank  Install a Furnace  Install an AC unit  Remodel a Bathroom
$4,500    $4,000    $5,000    $9,000
Clean a Septic Tank  Repair a Foundation  Build an Addition  Install a Roof
$350    $3,500    $35,000   $6,429
Hire a Land Surveyor  Install Sprinkler System Build a Swimming Pool Seal a Deck
$450    $2,500    $17,273   $787
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Find your Inspiration ...
We offer professional perspective into 
home improvement projects through 
our blog posts, subscription offers and 
individual one-on-one as you need it!

Hire an Architect - On Average $4,857  or 10% Construction Cost

Hire a Structural Engineer - On Average $527 or 1% Construction

Build a House - On Average $281,941 at $125 per SF


